Jester L. Layfield and Floyd H. Layfield
(As nominated by Jackie Hewlett of Austin, Texas)

Jester L. Layfield was a farmer, who designed, made and sold his Layfield
lures starting in 1935. He applied for and received a patent #2,179,641 in
1939. His lures were small wooden crank baits with glass eyes, a metal lip
and a figure eight handmade snap attached to the line tie.
The earliest models were about 2-1/8” long and they were later slimmed
down to 1-3/4”. Jester hand whittled the lure bodies out of Boxelder and
Cedar wood blocks with a pocket knife.
The metal bills for the earliest lures were cut out of chrome or brass
headlight bends from Model-T Fords. Later he used a lip with a keel. The
keel resembled the keel on the Keeling Tom Thumb lure. He used a punch
to punch them out by hand and cut groves in the keel for the hooks with a
hand file. Since he hand whittled the lure bodies, he could only make
about eight a day. He said the lures were selling then for 65 cents.
Another characteristic of his lures were that his wife Beth, who painted
most of the lures, would paint the back of the lip halfway up. Beth also
designed the early cardboard boxes. They were white with black lettering
and had the Layfield lure logo “For more fishing pleasure” and the patent
number on them.
He made two different models of his lures, the original and the skirt bait
which had a small rubber skirt attached by a metal holder indented in the
top of the lure.
Mr. Layfield sold his patent in the late 1940’s for $1,000 to Lee B. Smith, a
preacher in Tyler, Texas. Mr. Smith called his company the Sunnybrook
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Lure Company.
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Floyd “Cotton”
“
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Editor’s note: At the time of this writing, according to the author that Jester
was age 83, living in Kerens, Texas and Floyd age 80 of Trinidad, Texas.
The author noted that Kerens and Trinidad are small towns five miles apart
on highway 31, in east Texas between Corsicana and Tyler. Pictures shown
are courtesy of the author.
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